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1. AbstractThe selection of metrics for the evaluation of point forecasting methodscan be challenging even for very experienced hydrologists. We conducta large-scale computational experiment based on simulations tocompare the information that 18 metrics proposed in the literature giveabout the forecasting performance. Our purpose is to providegeneralized results; thus we use 2 000 simulated AutoregressiveFractionally Integrated Moving Average time series. We apply severalforecasting methods and we compute the values of the metrics for eachforecasting experiment. Subsequently, we measure the correlationbetween the values of each pair of metrics, separately for eachforecasting method. Furthermore, we explore graphically the detectedrelationships. Finally, we propose a set of metrics that we consider tobe suitable for the effective evaluation of point forecasting methods.



2. Introduction
o According to Krause et al. (2005):a) The selection of metrics for the evaluation of point forecasting methods can bechallenging even for very experienced hydrologists.b) While there are many available metrics in the literature most of the studies useonly a few.
o In contrast with this second observation, Papacharalampous et al. (2017) recentlyused 18 metrics (which do not share one-to-one relationships with each other)within an innovative methodological framework aiming at providing generalizedresults in the field of hydrology regarding the comparison between severalstochastic and machine learning point forecasting methods.
o Most of these metrics are available in the R package hydroGOF (Zambrano-Bigiarini 2014). However, the results from this package are rounded at the seconddecimal digit. For this reason, a function for the computation of these 18 metricswas programmed from scratch in Papacharalampous et al. (2017).
o The present study is devoted to the metrics used in the latter study.
o Our research question is: How close is the information that these 18 metricsprovide regarding the performance of point forecasting methods?
o To answer the above question, we conduct a large-scale computational experimentbased on simulations.
o Using the results of this experiment we propose a set of metrics for the effectiveevaluation of point forecasting methods used for hydrological tasks.



o We apply 4 forecasting methods (RW, auto_ARFIMA, ETS_s and Theta) on the time series using the Rpackage forecast (Hyndman and Khandakar 2008, Hyndman et al. 2017). The code for theirimpementation can be found in Papacharalampous et al. (2017).
o Regarding the application of the forecasting methods, we split each time series into a fitting and atest set. The latter is the last 10 values. We fit the models to the fitting set and make predictionscorresponding to the test set.3. Methodology outline
o We simulate 2 000 time series of310 values according to theARFIMA(0,0.30,0) process usingthe R package fracdiff (Fraley etal. 2012).
o To describe the long-termpersistence of the simulated timeseries we estimate their Hurstparameter H using the R packageHKprocess (Tyralis 2016, see alsoTyralis and Koutsoyiannis 2011).
o Next, we compute the values of 18 metrics on the testset. These metrics are also used in Papacharalampouset al. (2017). Their definitions are listed in 4 and 5.
o We explore graphically the relationships between themetrics (see 6, 7 and Supplementary material).
o Subsequently, we build a tool for the comparison of theinformation that the metrics provide regarding theperformance of the forecasting methods (see 8 and 9).
o We use this tool to deside on a set of metrics in 10.



4. MetricsMAEmean absolute errorMAPEmean absolute percentage errorRMSEroot mean square error NSENash-Sutcliffe efficiencymNSEmodified Nash-Sutcliffe efficiencyrNSErelative Nash-Sutcliffe efficiencycpindex of persistenceMEmean erroro We consider a time series of N observations.
o We also consider a model fitted to the first N - n observations of this specific time series andsubsequently used to make predictions corresponding to the last n observations.
o Let x1, x2, …, xn represent the last n observations and f1, f2, …, fn represent the forecasts.
o Let be the mean of the observations and sx be the standard deviation of the observations.
o Let be the mean of the forecasts and sf be the standard deviation of the forecasts.x‾ f‾ 



MPEmean percentage errorPBIASpercent bias VEvolumetric efficiencyrSDratio of standard deviationsPrPearson’ s correlation coefficientr2coefficient of determinationdindex of agreementmdmodified index of agreementrdrelative index of agreementKGEKling-Gupta efficiency5. Metrics
o See also: Nash and Sutcliffe (1970), Kitanidis and Bras (1980), Yapo et al. (1996), Krause etal. (2005), Criss and Winston (2008), Gupta et al. (2009), Zambrano-Bigiarini (2014)



6. Graphical exploration of the relationships: RW



7. Graphical exploration of the relationships: RW



Correlations between the transformedvalues of the metrics
8. Building a tool: Use of a transformationtransformation Metric Values Optimumvalue TransformationMAE [0, +∞) 0 -MAEMAPE [0, +∞) 0 -MAPERMSE [0, +∞) 0 -RMSENSE (-∞, 1] 1 NSEmNSE (-∞, 1] 1 mNSErNSE (-∞, 1] 1 rNSEcp (-∞, 1] 1 cpME (-∞,+∞) 0 -|ME|MPE (-∞,+∞) 0 -|MPE|PBIAS (-∞,+∞) 0 -|PBIAS|VE (-∞,+∞) 1 -|VE - 1|rSD [0, +∞) 1 min{rSD,1/rSD}Pr [-1, 1] 1 Prr2 [0, 1] 1 r2d [0, 1] 1 dmd [0, 1] 1 mdrd (-∞, 1] 1 rdKGE (-∞, 1] 1 KGEo We measure the correlations between the values of eachpair of metrics (see upper figure).

o We transform the values of the metrics according to thefollowing table. The larger the transformed values thebetter the forecasts.
o We measure the correlations between the transformedvalues (see lower figure).Correlations between the values of the metrics



9. Building a tool: Far outliers removalfar outliers removal o We remove the far outliers from the datasets to avoidmisleading calculation of the correlations (see figuresbelow).
o We use this tool in 10 for the detection of the strongmonotonic possitive relationships between the transformedvalues of the metrics (far outliers removed).Correlations between the transformed values of the metricsCorrelations between the transformedvalues of the metrics(far outliers removed)



10. Metrics (not) providing very close informationstrong monotonic possitive correlations (corr ≥ 0.75) between the transformed values of the metrics(far outliers removed)metricsprovidingvery close information regarding the performance of each point forecastingmethodexaminedCorrelations betweenthe transformed values of the metrics(far outliers removed)PROPOSED SET{MAPE, RMSE, NSE, rNSE, cp, ME, MPE, VE, rSD, Pr, r2, d, KGE}



11. Contribution of the present studySummary
o We conduct a large scale computational experiment based on simulations withthe aim to compare the information that 18 metrics provide regarding theperformance of point forecasting methods.
o We explore graphically the reltionships between the metrics.
o Subsequently, we build a tool for the comparison of the information provided.
o Finally, we use this tool to decide on a set of metrics for the effective evaluationof point forecasting methods.
o The proposed set is composed by the following 13 metrics:MAPE, RMSE, NSE, rNSE, cp, ME, MPE, VE, rSD, Pr, r2, d, KGERecommendations for further research
o We recommend the analytical investigation of the relationships between themetrics.
o We also recommend the repetition of the experiment of this study using asufficient number of real-world time series.
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